London 6-9 of April 2011

LEARNING DIARY
Not having been able to attend the previous meeting in Karlruhe, this meeting in London
really was the kick-off into the project for BGE Guyane, although our organization already
was on track for having conducted a survey among the partners on their own understanding
of “Creating Spaces of Experience” and provided a logo matching the results.
This meeting was an opportunity to renew with old acquaintances and friends from past
successful partnerships but also to meet new persons: PPP, as the hosting partner, provided
them in bulk by making it possible to have quality interactions with their whole staff,
gathered on purpose.
In this endeavor, PPP introduced the “learning spiral” as a way to make an investigation
(kind of introspection) of one’s journey in life with a focus on learning. For us, it served as a
tool to indentify one’s learning blocks in order to better undermine or tackle them, but also,
more simply, to just acknowledge them and better relate to the learning blocks the target
groups of our organizations (less advantaged people) often face. As a group (pair) exercise
this proved to be a good bonding factor for the group at large (European partners and local
hosting staff).
Speaking of blocks and bonding factors, PPP also offered us the chance to sing in public
(which is a very common block that we all joyfully threw at the window) and even to be
coached for a live performance at Bush Hall! This challenge (and lasting memory) came as a
proof that one can exceed his or her limit when given the right place of experience.
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